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INTRODUCTION:
• Follicular patterned thyroid neoplasms with papillary carcinoma
nuclear features with or without invasion are increasingly
recognized as a diverse group of neoplastic processes.

Figure 1. NIFTP, iEFVPTC and ePTC lacked BRAF V600E mutation and had
benign/less aggressive miRNA classifier status distinctly different from uPTC
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• While sharing similar microscopic features, the biological behavior
of these entities appears to be distinct from that of usual type
papillary thyroid carcinoma (uPTC).
• Two stage molecular analysis (mutation panel, microRNA classifier)
was applied to cohorts of closely related lesions and known positive
(uPTC) & negative (benign) nodules in search of discriminating
diagnostic markers.

Figure 3. miRNAs can help distinguish follicular patterned thyroid neoplasms
with papillary carcinoma features
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METHODS:

• Unstained FFPE tissue sections of known NIFTP (n=10), encapsulated
follicular variant of PTC with invasion (iEFVPTC) (n=10), encapsulated
non-invasive usual PTC (ePTC) (n=7), positive control uPTC (n=12)
and negative control adenomatoid nodules (n=21) were
microdissected.
• Microdissected tissue was tested for mutations using NGS and
miRNAs using qPCR.
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Next Generation Sequencing Mutation Panel
BRAF_V600E, BRAF_K601E, BRAF_A598V
HRAS_G12V, HRAS_G13R, HRAS_Q61K, HRAS_Q61L,HRAS_Q61R
NRAS_G12D, NRAS_G13R, NRAS_Q61R, NRAS_Q61K, NRAS_Q61P
KRAS_G12D, KRAS_G12V, KRAS_G13D, KRAS_Q61R
PIK3CA_E542K, PIK3CA_H1047L, PIK3CA_H1047R
RET‐PTC1
RET‐PTC3
PAX8‐PPARγ
10 MicroRNA (MiR) Classiﬁer Panel

Downregulated miR-204-5p, miR-139‐5p, miR-29b‐1‐5p, miR-155-5p, miR-138‐1‐3p
Up-regulated miR-375, miR‐551-b-3p, miR‐146b‐5p, miR‐31‐5p, miR-222‐3p
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• 8/10 miRNAs showed expression differences in NIFTP compared to
iEFVPTC and ePTC suitable for classifier differentiation.

Figure 2. RAS mutations or PAX8/PPARγ fusions were detected in subsets in NIFTP,
iEFVPTC and ePTC tumors and was non-discriminating

Table 1. Markers in Mutation panel and microRNA classifier panel
BRAF
HRAS
NRAS
KRAS
PIK3CA
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• Combining follicular variant neoplasms (NIFTP and iEFVPTC), 5/10
miRNAs showed significant expression differences with ePTC suitable
for classifier differentiation.
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CONCLUSIONS:
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Despite all tumors showing PTC nuclear features, NIFTP,
iEFVPTC, and ePTC showed distinct mutation and microRNA
classifier differences from uPTC.

• Despite cytomorphologic overlap with uPTC, these entities
demonstrate molecular changes similar to those seen in benign
nodules supporting less aggressive biological behavior.
• Mutational changes typical of follicular neoplasia were present
in all three closely related entities and could not discriminate
between them.

